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Today at noon, representatives from local political parties gathered for a one-off, urgent
assembly of the Junta de Portaveus, convened yesterday by CiF president Jaume Ferrer, in
order to discuss the constitutional court's recent ruling concerning the Ley de Costas (coastline
law). Besides President Ferrer, the meeting was attended by CiF head of land management
Alejandra Ferrer and the spokespersons or deputy spokespersons of Formentera's municipal
parties. Susana Labrador was there to represent Gent per Formentera, Gabriel Mayans
represented Partido Popular (PP), Rafael Ramírez spoke for the socialist party and Cristina
Costa appeared for Compromís amb Formentera.

  

At the gathering the secretary general and head of services of the administration, Àngel
Navarro, led a detailed review of the exact ruling, which references the unconstitutionality and
nullification of sections 1.2 and 4 of the fourth amendment to the law, a part which concerns the
coastline divisions on Formentera.  Following the meeting, President Ferrer explained to
members of the press, «the goal was to reach a compromise that would allow us to issue a joint
declaration on behalf of our different local parties», but said foot-dragging by the PP had made
consensus impossible.

  

The administration, said Ferrer, will accept and obey the court's ruling. He commented, «the
strong wording and decisive nature of the sentence demonstrate that the previous work by the
legal teams of the central government – which called into question the past divisions – were
poorly prepared». Further, President Ferrer bemoaned what he called Madrid's poor form at
failing to include the Formentera Council in setting the new coastal delineations. Ferrer
concluded: «This is unfortunately the same complaint we have tried without success to convey
to the PP for the last four years».

  

The president lamented a situation in which the hardest hit are the landowners who have fought
for years to regain  property lost because it lies in affected coastal areas. He said: «I'm aware of
the unfairness of the situation» and pledged the Formentera Council would continue advocating
for a return of lost land. Both Ferrer and the ruling party declared their intent to «continue trying
to reach a consensus» and shared their hope the PP, «like the socialists, Compromís amb
Formentera and Gent per Formentera have already done», will show a willingness to
compromise.
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